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Abstract. In Model-Driven Engineering, a software development process is a 
sequence of manipulation tasks that are applied to models, where model 
transformations play a relevant role. MOMENT (MOdel manageMENT) is a 
framework that is integrated in the Eclipse platform. MOMENT provides a 
collection of generic set-oriented operators to manipulate EMF models. In this 
paper, we present the model transformation mechanism that is embodied by the 
ModelGen operator. This operator uses the term rewriting system Maude as 
transformation engine and provides support for traceability. ModelGen has been 
defined in an algebraic specification so that we can use formal tools to reason 
about transformation features, such as termination and confluence. Furthermore, 
its application to EMF models shows that formal methods can be applied to 
industrial modeling tools in an efficient way. Finally, we indicate how the 
ModelGen operator provides support for the QVT Relations language in the 
MOMENT Framework. 

Keywords: Model-Driven Engineering, Model Transformation, QVT, Algebraic 
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1   Introduction 

Nowadays, the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [1] and the Software Factories [2] 
initiatives are leading the Model-Driven Engineering field. Both agree that any 
software artifact in a software development process can be dealt with as a model. 
Models provide a more abstract description of a software artifact than the final code 
of the application. Therefore, working on models increases the productivity in a 
software development process. It also increases the portability and the quality of the 
final code by applying generative techniques. In MDA, model transformations have 
become a relevant issue by means of the forthcoming standard Query/Views/ 
Transformations (QVT) [3]. Since any software artifact can be viewed as a model, 
model transformation is the basic mechanism that permits the manipulation of 
software artifacts [4]. 

                                                           
*  This work was supported by the Spanish Government under the National Program for 

Research, Development and Innovation, DYNAMICA Project TIC 2003-07804-C05-01. 
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Within this arena, the Model Management discipline [5] considers models as first-
class citizens and provides a set of generic operators to manipulate them: Merge, Diff, 
ModelGen, etc. We have developed a framework, called MOMENT (MOdel 
manageMENT) [6], that is embedded in the Eclipse platform and that provides a set 
of generic operators to deal with models through the Eclipse Modeling Framework 
(EMF). An algebra of model management operators has been specified generically by 
using the Maude algebraic specification formalism [7] in the MOMENT framework. 

In this paper, we focus on the ModelGen operator, the model transformation 
mechanism of MOMENT, which was presented as a proposal in [8]. This operator 
provides support for the QVT Relations language [3] and also provides support for 
traceability. ModelGen is used by the other model management operators of the 
Framework when a model manipulation has to be performed. Since the ModelGen 
operator is algebraically specified in Maude, this term rewriting system is used as the 
underlying runtime environment for model transformations in MOMENT. This fact 
provides an efficient environment to execute the ModelGen operator and a formal 
environment where algebraic features can be proved, such as the confluence and the 
termination of a model transformation. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the QVT 
support in the MOMENT Framework and an example; Section 3 presents the 
algebraic specification of the ModelGen operator, how it is related to a QVT 
transformation, and the execution of a model transformation in the Framework; 
Section 4 compares our approach with other model transformation tools. Finally, 
Section 5 summarizes the main contributions of this paper. 

2   Model Transformations in the MOMENT Framework 

The ModelGen operator embodies the model transformation mechanism in the 
MOMENT Framework. This operator has been algebraically specified, although we 
use it to manipulate graphical models. To deal with models from an industrial 
standpoint and to manipulate them from a mathematical standpoint, we use two 
complementary Technical Spaces. A Technical Space (TS) is a working context with 
a set of concepts, a body of knowledge, tools, required skills, and possibilities [9]. We 
use the EMF and Maude technical spaces in our Framework. The former is 
characterized by its interoperability with industrial tools for solving actual Software 
Engineering problems. The latter constitutes the formal backbone of our model 
management approach.  

Maude is a declarative language in the strict sense of the word. That is, a Maude 
program is a logical theory, and a Maude computation is logical deduction using the 
axioms specified in the theory/program. Maude is based on rewriting logic, which 
includes membership equational logic [19]. In Maude, membership equational 
theories are defined in functional modules. Computation is the form of equational 
deduction in which equations are used from left to right as simplification rules, with 
the rules being Church-Rosser and terminating.  

Each Maude module specifies not just a theory, but also an intended mathematical 
model. For functional modules such models consist of certain sets of data and certain 
functions defined on such data, and are called algebras. Under Church-Rosser and 
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termination assumptions, the equations of a functional module evaluate algebraic 
expressions to a single final result. By definition, the results of operations in this 
algebra are exactly those given by the Maude interpreter. Thus, a Maude module can 
simultaneously be viewed as an executable formal specification and as a program. 

To achieve the interoperability between the EMF and the Maude technical spaces, 
two kinds of bridges are used in our Framework: two for regular metamodels and one 
for the QVT Relations metamodel.  

For regular metamodels, two bridges are defined between the two technical spaces, 
at the M2-layer and at the M1-layer (using the Meta-Object Facility [10] 
terminology). Both of these permit the integration of MOMENT with EMF. The 
projection mechanism at the M2-layer automatically obtains the algebraic 
specification1 that corresponds to a regular metamodel, by applying generative 
programming techniques2. An algebraic specification that is generated in this way 
provides the constructors that are needed to define models of the corresponding 
metamodel as sets. The inverse projection mechanism that obtains an EMF 
metamodel from an algebraic specification is not relevant in our tool because the 
algebraic specification must conform to several features in order to be used by our 
operators and they should be automatically achieved. We also think that visual 
modeling environments are more suitable for defining these metamodels. At the M1-
layer, we have developed a bidirectional projection mechanism that permits us to 
project an EMF model as a term of an algebra and to project a term of a metamodel 
algebra as an EMF model. In this case, bidirectionality is needed to apply an operator 
to an input model since the input model must be serialized as a term and the output 
term must be deserialized into an EMF model in order to be persisted. 

Another bridge is defined for the QVT Relations metamodel. This permits the 
projection of a QVT transformation as an algebraic specification. This specification 
constitutes the axiomatic presentation of the ModelGen operator, when a 
transformation is defined among several metamodels. 

In Fig. 1, the projection bridges between the two Technical Spaces (EMF and 
Maude) that are used in this work are shown. On the one hand, the dashed arrows 
represent the projection mechanism that obtains an algebraic specification for a 
regular EMF metamodel. On the other hand, the dotted arrow represents the 
projection mechanism that obtains the algebraic specification of a model 
transformation between several metamodels, when it is invoked in one direction. The 
importation of metamodels in an EMF QVT transformation model is also projected 
into the Maude TS by using the Maude module importation mechanism (shown as 
continuous arrows in the figure). Taking into account both kinds of projectors, we can 
deal with a QVT Relations model as the description of a model transformation or as a 
 
                                                           
1  The algebraic specification that is generated for a given metamodel (defined in EMF as an 

Ecore model) permits the representation of models as algebraic terms. Thus, models can be 
manipulated by our model management operators. Algebraic specifications of this kind do not 
specify operational semantics for the concepts of the metamodel; they only permit the 
representation of information for model management issues. 

2  These bridges can also be formalized in MOMENT by considering the Maude metamodel. 
Then, the bridges can be defined as model transformations. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the QVT support in the MOMENT Framework 

regular model. Therefore, it can be transformed by using another QVT Relations 
model. This fact permits us to define the ModelGen operator as a mechanism to obtain 
higher order transformations through the QVT Relations language. 

We have chosen the UmlToRdbms transformation that is presented in the QVT 
final adopted specification [3] as an example to illustrate the use of the ModelGen 
operator in the MOMENT Framework3. The Ecore metamodel [11] has been used as 
implementation of the UML metamodel. The RelationalDMBS metamodel of the 
QVT proposal has been specified as an EMF metamodel. Using both metamodels, the 
UmlToRdbms transformation is applied to the source UML model in Fig. 2 to obtain 
the target relational schema, which is shown in the figure by using the default EMF 
graphical modeller. 

 

Fig. 2. Example of transformation of a UML model into a relational schema 

3   The Model Transformation Mechanism in MOMENT: The 
ModelGen Operator  

In this section, an overview of the QVT Relations language support in MOMENT that 
is based on the ModelGen operator is provided. We indicate how the model 
transformation in Section 2 is specified with the ModelGen operator, taking the 
Relations language as reference point.  

                                                           
3 The complete algebraic specification of the example can be found at [25]. 
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3.1   Overview of the Model Transformation Mechanism 

In the QVT Relations language, a model transformation is defined among several 
metamodels, which are called the domains of the transformation. A QVT 
transformation is constituted by QVT relations, which become declarative 
transformation rules. A QVT relation specifies a relationship that must hold between 
the model elements of different candidate models. The direction of the transformation 
is defined when it is invoked by choosing a specific domain as target. If the target 
domain is defined in the QVT transformation as enforceable, a transformation is 
performed. If the target domain is defined as checkonly, just a checking is performed. 

In MOMENT, a QVT transformation is defined by means of the ModelGen 
operator. QVT relations are defined by means of the ModelGenRule operator4, which 
is used by the former operator. A model transformation can be applied to several 
source models, which may or may not conform to the same metamodel. It generates 
one target model and a set of traceability models. A traceability model contains a set 
of traces that relate the elements of the source model to the elements of the target 
model, indicating which transformation rule has been applied to each source element.  

In this section, we present how MOMENT executes the ModelGen operator, 
transforming the UML model of the example in Section 2 into a relational schema. 
Fig. 3 shows the two MOF layers involved in a model transformation: the M2-layer, 
where the metamodels are defined; and the M1-layer, where the model transformation 
and the models are defined and manipulated. The front part of the figure represents 
the front-end of the MOMENT framework, i.e. EMF and all the plug-ins that are built 
on it. The back part of the figure represents the formal back-end of the MOMENT 
Framework, where Maude remains. The traceability support has not been taken into 
account in the figure. 

Fig. 3 represents the transformation of the UML model by using the ModelGen 
operator. The steps that are automatically performed by the MOMENT Framework 
when the ModelGen operator is applied to the source UML model are the following:  

−  (1) and (2): We specify both UML and RelationalDMBS metamodels at the M2-
layer by means of the EMF or graphical editors based on this modelling 
framework. For instance, we can also consider XML schemas and Rational Rose 
models as metamodels.  

− (3): The QVT transformation is defined as a model at the M1-layer, but it relates 
the constructs of the source to the constructs of the target metamodels. The 
transformation has to be defined as a model that conforms the QVT Relations 
metamodel by means of a graphical interface or as a program using the Relations 
language. The transformation model can either be defined by the user or 
automatically produced by another transformation. 

− (4): We define a UML model using a UML graphical editor based on EMF. 
− (5) and (6): Both UML and RelationalDBMS metamodels, respectively, are 

projected as algebraic specifications by means of the interoperability bridges that 
                                                           
4  In the MOMENT framework, ModelGen and ModelGenRule axioms are just generated when 

the target domain of the invoked transformation is defined as enforceable. The algebraic 
support for checkings is provided by means of boolean operators and it is out of the scope of 
the paper. 
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have been implemented in the MOMENT Framework. These algebraic 
specifications permit each metamodel to be considered as an algebra that provides 
the constructors to build models as algebraic sets. 

−  (7): The model that defines the QVT transformation is projected into the Maude 
TS as the UmlToRdbms algebraic specification, which contains the specification of 
the ModelGen and ModelGenRule operators. 

− (8): The source UML model, which is defined in step (4) at the M1-layer, is 
projected into the Maude TS as a term of the UML algebra (9). 

− (10): Maude applies the ModelGen operator through its equational deduction 
mechanism, obtaining a term of the RelationalDBMS algebra (11). Thus, Maude 
constitutes the runtime engine for the MOMENT transformation mechanism. 

− (12): This is the last step of the model transformation process. It parses the term 
(11), defining an EMF model (13) in the M1-layer, which conforms to the target 
metamodel defined at the M2-layer. 

 

Fig. 3. Steps performed by the MOMENT model transformation mechanism 

In the model transformation process, the user only interacts with the MOMENT 
framework when defining the source and target metamodels (step (1) and (2)), the 
QVT transformation between both metamodels (step (3)) and the source model (step 
(4)). The other steps are automatically carried out by the framework. The output 
model can also be manually manipulated from a graphical editor. In this paper, we 
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focus on the steps (7) and (10), indicating the structure of the ModelGen operator and 
how it is related to the QVT Relations metamodel. 

3.2   Relations: The ModelGenRule Operator 

In MOMENT, a QVT transformation is projected into several directed 
transformations, by means of ModelGen operator specifications. There is exactly one 
transformation for each direction in which the QVT transformation can be invoked. 
QVT relations of a QVT transformation are projected as ModelGenRule axioms, once 
the transformation direction is determined. The operation ModelGenRule that permits 
the definition of directed transformation rules is declared as follows: 

The ModelGenRule operator has two parameters: the name of the relation (a term 
of the sort RelationSymbol) and a polymorphic list of parameters. The membership 
equational logic [7] is used to define the operational semantics of this operator by 
means of equations. To use the Maude equational deduction as the runtime engine for 
our transformation rules, we need them to be confluent and terminating. The first 
parameter makes the confluence satisfaction easier to achieve. It permits to 
differentiate two transformation rules, even though they have the same list of 
parameters. Therefore, we avoid the situation where several equations can be applied 
to reduce the same term. We discuss the termination issue in more depth in Section 
3.2.2. The second parameter permits the definition of a polymorphic list of parameters 
for the transformation rule. This means that we can define a parameter of any type 
(either a model or a basic type) as input for the transformation rule. 

The result of a transformation rule is a tuple of several elements, where an element 
can be a model conforming any of the metamodels involved in the transformation. 
Among the models that are produced by a transformation rule, we distinguish the 
target model and several traceability models. There is one traceability model for each 
pair (source model, target model). 

3.2.1   Structure of a Transformation Rule in MOMENT 
We can only know the direction of a transformation by means of the enforceable 
property during the invocation process. During this process, the ModelGenRule 
axioms that specify the operational semantics of the relation are generated to be 
invoked later. Fig. 4 shows the two parts that constitute a ModelGenRule axiom: the 
specification of the model transformation and the specification of the traceability 
model definition. The Maude code that is generated for each part of a QVT relation is 
structured as shown in Fig. 4. 

− The Relation Symbol. This is the name of the transformation rule. It is used to 
define a constructor for the sort RelationSymbol, which is used in the 
ModelGenRule axioms for the sake of confluence. 

− The Domains. They constitute the patterns of the transformation rules and the 
body, using constructs of the involved metamodels. Two kinds of domains can be 
distinguished in the transformation invocation: 

op ModelGenRule`(_;_`) : RelationSymbol ParameterList ->  
Tuple{ TTargetMM, TTraceabilityMetamodel,…} . 
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• The domain that is selected as target, when the transformation is invoked, is 
used to generate the body of the transformation rules. In the body of a 
transformation rule, new instances can be created in the target model and 
expressions to obtain the information from the source models can be used. 
Expressions of this kind are called object template expressions. In them, OCL is 
used as the query language and new functions can be declared in a 
transformation to manipulate data. On the one hand, a parametric algebraic 
specification has been defined to provide the operational semantics for OCL 2.0 
expressions5 in MOMENT. On the other hand, Maude itself is suitable to define 
the operational semantics of QVT functions. 

• The source domains of the QVT relation are used to define the pattern of the 
transformation rule. In the pattern, each input model appears twice. This is 
needed to achieve two goals at the same time: to use the pattern matching 
mechanism that Maude provides by means of recursion and to provide support 
for OCL expressions. The first model is used to search the corresponding 
element of the pattern that is needed in the transformation rule. The second 
model is needed because Maude does not provide support for side effects, as in 
pure functional programming languages. This forces us to keep the whole model 
throughout the term reduction process in order to navigate it by means of OCL 
expressions, which can be used in the guard of the pattern. In the following 
section, we study the pattern matching mechanism in further detail. 

Body

Relation Symbol

Source
Domains

Target Domain

When Clause

Where Clause

Target
Model

Definition

Traceability
Model

Definition

op RelationName : -> RelationSymbol [ctor] .

[c]eq ModelGenRule (   RelationName ; 

? Set{ self1, M1 } ? Model1 … ? Set{ selfn, Mn } ? Modeln ... ? TargetMM )  = 

(

Set { ObjectTemplateExpression corresponding to the domain element }

-> including ( p1(where clause) )

-> including (

p1(ModelGenRule (RelationName; ? Set{M1} ? Model1 … ? Set{Mn} ? Modeln ? TargetMM)) 

) -> flatten

, 

Set{ (New("TraceabilityLink", TracMM))

:: OID <-- GenerateOID

:: domain <-- Set{(self1 :: OID), … , (selfn :: OID)}

:: range <-- ((ObjectTemplateExpression) :: OID)

:: manipulationRule <-- “RelationName”

} -> including ( p2( where clause ) ) 

-> including (

p2(ModelGenRule ( RelationName ; ? Set{M1} ? Model1 … ? Set{Mn} ? Modeln ? TargetMM))

) -> flatten

, ... ) 

if ( when clause )   .  

Fig. 4. Axiom for the ModelGenRule operator 

− The When clause. This clause is used as a precondition for the transformation rule. 
Therefore, this guard participates in the pattern matching mechanism. It is used to 
obtain the condition of the equations that constitute the transformation rule. The 

                                                           
5 The OCL 2.0 algebraic support is out of the scope of this paper. 
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resulting equations are applied by the conditional pattern matching mechanism of 
Maude. 

− The Where clause: this clause is used as postcondition for a transformation rule. In 
MOMENT, it is used to generate the code that invokes other QVT relations. In this 
clause, variables can also be initialized with new values to be used in the 
transformation. 

In the QVT proposal, the traceability support is implicit in the QVT Relations 
language and is explicit in the QVT Core language. The ModelGen operator also 
generates traceability models automatically, but its definition has to be explicitly 
specified in the ModelGenRule axioms. The traceability model produced by the 
ModelGen operator conforms to the traceability metamodel that is presented in [12]. 
Thus, it can also be manipulated as just another model by the operator ModelGen. 

In the second part of the axiom shown in Fig. 4, a new trace (instance of the 
TraceabilityLink class) is added to the traceability metamodel. Its domain field is 
filled with the identifiers (or references) of the source elements that have been 
matched with the pattern. Its range field is filled with the identifiers of all the 
instances that are created in the body of the transformation rule. Finally, the 
manipulationRule field indicates which transformation rule has been applied. Since 
the axioms for the ModelGenRule transformation rules are automatically generated 
from a QVT relations model, the traceability support in MOMENT is automatically 
generated and is kept hidden from the final user. 

As an example of a ModelGenRule axiom, we show the axiom that represents the 
regular case pattern for the following relation PackageToSchema of the UmlToRdbms 
transformation (when the transformation is applied to a UML model): 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2.2   Pattern Matching 
The pattern matching mechanism that is used to apply the transformation rules to 
source models is provided by Maude. To understand how the ModelGenRule uses it, 
we study the parts of a transformation rule that are involved in the pattern matching: 
the source domains and the when clause. 

QVT Relation: 
top relation PackageToSchema // map each package to a schema 
{ pn: String; 

checkonly domain uml p:Package {name=pn}; 
enforce domain rdbms s:Schema {name=pn}; 

} 
Maude Axiom: 
ceq ModelGenRule (PackageToSchema ; ? Set{ self, M } ? Model ? TargetMM) =  
( Set{ (New("Schema", TargetMM)) 
  :: OID <-- (self :: OID) 
  :: name <-- (self :: name) 
 } -> including ( p1(ModelGenRule (PackageToSchema ; ? Set{ M } ? Model ? TargetMM))) -> flatten 
, Set{ (New("TraceabilityLink", TracMM)) 
  :: OID <-- generateOID 
  :: domain <-- Set{ (self :: OID) } 
  :: range <-- Set{ (self :: OID) } 
  :: manipulationRule <-- "EPackage-to-Schema" 
 } -> including( p2(ModelGenRule (PackageToSchema ; ? Set{ M } ? Model ? TargetMM)) ) -> flatten 
) if (self :: ecore-EPackage) . 
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A source domain is a model used as input in a transformation. It is a set that is 
constituted by an associative commutative magma6 of elements. The generic 
constructors for a Set are the following: 

 
Taking into account that the sort that represents model elements is a subsort of 

Magma{X}, a UML model that is constituted by a package and a class can be defined 
as a set with the following term: Set{(UML-Package …) , (UML-Class …) }; where 
UML-Package and UML-Class are the constructors that correspond to these concepts 
in the Maude projection of the UML metamodel. By using a recursion mechanism we 
can use the Maude pattern matching mechanism. We define the following variables: 
the variable selfi can be bound to a term that represents any element of a Modeli 
model. The variable Mi can be bound to any magma of elements of a Modeli model. 
For each QVT relation, we obtain two axioms for the ModelGenRule operator by 
using the following patterns: 

− The base case Set{ selfi }: the right-hand side of this equation is constituted by the 
tuple of the target model and the traceability models. 

 
− The regular case Set{ selfi , Mi }: the right-hand side of this equation is constituted 

by the tuple of the target model and the traceability models, but also contains the 
application of the recursive transformation rule RelationName to the models that 
are constituted by the residuary magmas of elements. In the first element of the 
tuple, we apply the recursive operation and we add the first argument of the 
returning tuple by means of p1. In the second element, we use p2 to get the second 
element of the returning tuple. 

 
The when clause also provides relevant information to determine whether or not an 

axiom can be matched to perform a transformation. When the guard described in the 
when clause does not contain an OCL query that searches elements through a model, 
it can be added to the axiom as a condition, turning the axiom into a conditional 
equation. When the guard contains an OCL query, the guard is added as an 
if…then…else…fi clause in the body of the equation. Both considerations are needed 
for the sake of the efficiency of the Maude AC matching algorithm. 

When no axiom of the ModelGenRule operator can be applied, there is a general 
axiom for all the transformation rules that is applied by default. This axiom 
guarantees the termination of a transformation and is specified as follows: 

                                                           
6 A magma of elements represents a group of elements that may be encapsulated in a set. 

eq ModelGenRule (RelationName ; ? Set{ selfi, Mi } ? Model … ? TargetMM) =  
(Set{…}->including(p1(ModelGenRule (PackageToSchema ; ? Set{ Mi } ? Modeli ? TargetMM)))->flatten  
, 
Set{…}->including(p2(ModelGenRule(PackageToSchema ; ? Set{ Mi } ? Modeli ? TargetMM)) )->flatten)  .  

eq ModelGenRule (RelationName ; ? Set{ selfi } ? Modeli … ? TargetMM) = (Set{…}, Set{…},…) . 

op _,_ : Magma{X} Magma{X} -> Magma{X} [assoc comm ctor] . 
op Set{_} : Magma{X} -> Set{X} [ctor] . 

var TR : RelationSymbol .  var PL : ParameterList . 
eq ModelGenRule (TR ; PL) = (empty-set, empty-set ) [owise] .
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3.3   Transformations: The ModelGen Operator  

The ModelGen operator provides the model transformation mechanism in the 
MOMENT Framework. This operator corresponds to a QVT transformation when it is 
invoked in a specific direction. The ModelGen operator is declared as follows: 

Similarly to the ModelGenRule operator, it has two formal parameters: the symbol 
that represents the name of the transformation and a polymorphic list of parameters 
for the transformation. The result of the operator is a tuple that is constituted by the 
resulting target model and by traceability models. There is one traceability model for 
each pair (source model, target model). 

The code that is generated for a transformation includes the definition of the 
symbol of the transformation and an axiom that specifies the semantics of the 
transformation. Fig. 5 shows the structure of an axiom for the ModelGen operator. 
With regard to the definition of a QVT transformation, we identify the following 
parts: 

− The transformation symbol: represents the name of the transformation. 
− The parameters of the transformation: 

• Source Domains. ? SourceModel1 … ? SourceModeln constitute a list of terms 
that represent the source models of the transformation. 

• Target Domain. TargetMM is a term that represents the target metamodel. It is 
used to create new instances of the classes that appear in the metamodel by 
means of the Maude reflection mechanism. 

• List of names of the input and target models. This list is used to define 
traceability models. This information is needed to indicate the models that are 
related by means of a traceability model. 

− Target model definition. This is the first argument of the resulting tuple, where the 
target model is generated by applying the ModelGenRule axioms to the elements of 
the source models. 

− Traceability model definition. The other arguments of the resulting tuple are the 
traceability models that relate the elements of the target model to those of each 
source model. Furthermore, a new instance of the TraceabilityModel class is 
created to relate a source model to the target one. 

The operator CompleteReferences is needed to simplify the definition of 
transformation rules when the metamodel has opposite references. In EMF, UML 
associations that may appear in a MOF metamodel are defined by means of opposite 
references (two instances of the EReference class) [11]. If the metamodel has opposite 
references, both references must be initialized when a model is defined. This fact can 
make the definition of transformations more complex. Although the EMF editor 
solves this problem automatically, an independent solution is needed. The 
CompleteReferences operator fulfils this goal. Thus, it permits MOMENT to remain 
independent of any other technological space that is different from the Maude TS and 
to compose several transformations without loss of information. This operator has two 
 

op ModelGen`(_;_`) : TransformationSymbol ParameterList  
-> Tuple{ TTargetMM, TTraceabilityMetamodel,… } . 
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Target
Model

Definition

Transformation Symbol

Source Domains

Target Domain

Body

op TransformationName : -> Transformation [ctor] .

eq ModelGen (  TransformationName ; 

? SourceModel1 ... ? SourceModeln ? TargetMM ? sourceFile1 ... ? sourceFilen ? targetFile ) =

(

CompleteReferences(

p1(  topRelationsInvocation ), TargetMM

)

,

CompleteReferences(

p2(topRelationsInvocation) -> including (

(New("TraceabilityModel", TracMM))

:: OID <-- GenerateOID

:: operator <-- "ModelGen(Ecore-to-RDBMSQVT)"

:: domainModel <-- sourceFile

:: rangeModel <-- targetFile

:: links <-- p2(  topRelationsInvocation )

), TracMM

)

, ....  ) .

Traceability
Model

Definition

 

Fig. 5. Axiom for the ModelGen operator 

input parameters: the model to be completed with references and the corresponding 
metamodel, which is expressed as a model conforming the Ecore metamodel. The 
CompleteReferences operator uses the Maude reflection mechanism to traverse the 
whole input model in order to complete the forgotten references. The output of the 
operator is the completed model. 

Taking into account the example of the UmlToRdbms transformation that is 
presented in the MOF QVT final specification, we indicate the Maude code that 
provides the semantics of the transformation when it is invoked to transform a UML 
model into a relational schema. In the ModelGen axiom, we have only added the code 
to obtain the first element of the returning tuple, i.e. the target model. 

4   Related Work 

We provide a brief comparison of the ModelGen operator to other model transformation 
mechanisms that are the most current in the Model-Driven Engineering field [20].  

QVT Transformation: 
transformation umlToRdbms(uml:SimpleUML, rdbms:SimpleRDBMS) {  

top relation ClassToTable {…} 
 top relation PackageToSchema {…} 
 top relation AssocToFKey {…}  
… } 
Maude code: 
op umlToRdbms : -> Transformation [ctor] . 
eq ModelGen (umlToRdbms; ? Model ? TargetMM ? sourceFile ? targetFile ) = 
( CompleteReferences( 
  p1(ModelGenRule (PackageToSchema ; ? Model ? Model ? TargetMM)) 
  -> including(p1(ModelGenRule (ClassToTable ; ? Model ? Model ? TargetMM))) 
  -> including(p1(ModelGenRule (AssocToFKey ; ? Model ? Model ? TargetMM))) -> flatten 
 , TargetMM), … ) . 
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The goal of the study is to compare their support for traceability and transformation 
organization.  

MTF [13] is the IBM Model Transformation Framework, which implements some of 
the QVT concepts and is based on the EMF. It provides a simple declarative language for 
defining mappings between models. An MTF transformation results in a set of mappings 
that relate objects among different models. The direction of the transformation is defined 
when the transformation is invoked. Bidirectional transformations imply constraining the 
kind of model transformations that can be solved. For instance, transformations that 
produce loss of information cannot be taken into account.  

ATL [14] is a model transformation language that provides declarative and 
imperative constructs. A transformation is constituted by several transformation rules 
but there is no mechanism to organize them by means of modules. Traceability 
support is not provided implicitly in a transformation; traceability models can be 
generated by a transformation as in the ModelGen operator. The expressions in a 
transformation rule are defined in OCL expressions, making the ATL language easy 
to learn and to use. Tefkat [15] is a model transformation tool that is quite similar to 
ATL, which is also built on EMF. It incorporates the concept of tracking classes to 
define traces between the source model and the target model that is generated by the 
transformation. However, traces must be defined explicitly. 

XSLT has become a popular alternative for describing model transformations. 
Tools, such as MTRANS [16] or UMT [17], follow this approach by serializing 
metamodels and models into XMI documents and then performing the 
transformations by means of XSLT specifications. Nevertheless, the verbosity of the 
XML syntax sometimes leads to specifications that are difficult to read and to 
maintain [18]. XSLT 2 permits the definition of transformations that generate more 
than one XML document. Therefore, traceability support can be added explicitly to a 
XSLT transformation. This approach can also be applied to EMF models, which are 
persisted in XMI. EMF avoids the serialization of certain data, such as derived 
attributes or default values. Thus, this functionality must be embedded in the XSLT 
specification. This task can easily become cumbersome. 

In [21], graph transformation technology is studied by applying a taxonomy. 
Graph-based model transformations usually take advantage of the visual nature of the 
graphs to specify transformation rules. Composition of graph transformations can be 
achieved by using controlled or programmed graph transformation, such as 
sequencing, branching or looping. For instance, Fujaba [22] uses story diagrams for 
this purpose, while VIATRA [23] uses abstract state machines. In Fujaba, 
transformations are implemented as method bodies, so composition of 
transformations can be achieved by performing method calls. In MOMENT, 
transformations are defined in algebraic modules that can be imported into others. 
Furthermore, the ModelGen operator can be easily composed with other operators by 
using functional composition since we are working in an algebraic context. This 
feature avoids the development of complex frameworks to deal with transformation 
composition. Since the algebraic definition of the ModelGen operator is automatically 
generated from a QVT model, MOMENT can use standard-based notation, graphical 
or textual, to specify transformations. 

Graph-based model transformation technology has a formal background where 
mathematical features such as confluence and termination can be proved. For 
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instance, AGG provides the mechanism of critical pair analysis to check termination 
and confluence of graph grammars [24]. As a Maude module is by construction a 
mathematical object, we can directly use all the tools of mathematics and logic, 
including automatic or semiautomatic tools, to reason about the correctness of Maude 
modules. The Maude interpreter itself is the first and most obvious such tool. In fact it 
is a high-performance logical engine to prove logical facts about our theories. 
Furthermore, Maude has a collection of formal tools supporting different forms of 
logical reasoning to verify program properties that can be directly applied to the 
algebraic specifications obtained in MOMENT, including: an inductive theorem 
prover (ITP) to verify properties of functional modules; a Church-Rosser checker, to 
check such a property; a Knuth-Bendix completion tool and termination checker. 

Among the studied tools, MTF is the only one that provides implicit traceability 
support. In the other approaches, the traceability support must be explicitly codified in 
the transformation function to generate a traceability model. In MOMENT, the set of 
axioms that describe the ModelGen operator is automatically generated from a QVT 
Relations model. Thus, the traceability support is also implicit.  

5   Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented the ModelGen operator, which permits the definition 
of directed declarative transformations that can be applied to several source models, 
which may or may not conform to the same metamodel. Furthermore, a 
transformation can be parameterized with additional data that can act as control 
parameters allowing configuration and tuning. The return value of a transformation is 
a tuple that is constituted by a model and several traceability models. There is one 
traceability model for each pair (source model, target model). The traceability support 
that is provided in MOMENT [12] permits the definition of an incremental 
transformation operator in an easy way, similar to the PropagateChanges operator, 
which is also presented in [12].  

Our formal approach for model transformation permits the application of 
advantageous features to this field, such as transformation composition or modularity. 
Furthermore, formal features (like confluence and termination) can also be studied. 
The MOMENT Framework shows that formal methods can be applied to industrial 
tools not only for proving theoretical aspects, but also for solving actual problems in 
an efficient manner. Nevertheless, an algebraic setting might not be the most user-
friendly environment to work on models. This reason led us to provide support for 
QVT by using generative programming techniques. In this way, Maude remains 
hidden from the final user although its formal features are used in our framework. 
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